Data management:
The richest insights
The most powerful policy
While mobile has transformed the workplace for the better, it has also created new and difficult
challenges for IT leaders. Wandera offers a solution that enables productive mobile working,
while alleviating concerns around growing costs, access to inappropriate content and shadow IT.
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User-centric technology
The Wandera solution includes an application installed on work-assigned devices, designed to give end-users insights and customizable notifications
on their own data usage. This helpful and intuitive app can operate in the background, and doesn’t even need to be open for Wandera to function.

“We have come to a point where our monthly bills have almost flatlined and can predict
month-to- month what the mobile bill will be, regardless of who’s travelling and what they
are doing. That’s never happened before.”
30% DATA SAVINGS

Unparalleled visibility
Wandera is the only technology able to scan traffic in real-time, with
data vectored through Wandera’s web gateway for mobile without
any latency or battery degradation. This means data can be analyzed
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as it is used, with filters, caps and controls implemented as the data
is in transit.
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See not only which apps are being
used and when, but also get
visibility into what’s happening in
the browser.

Get granular insights into
online activity, whether they’re
on a 4G connection or any
kind of WiFi hotspot.

Create context-sensitive reports
and policies that differ depending
where in the world each device is.

Create alerts, notifications and
reports for both employees
and admins, all of which can be
anonymized.

Seamless deployment
Wandera is integrated with every major EMM platform, meaning getting Wandera deployed to your entire fleet is both simple and effortless. Enrol
thousands of devices in minutes, with zero input from end-users.

Trusted by the enterprise
500+ enterprise deployments

Wandera is the global market leader in enterprise mobile security, delivered through its pioneering web gateway. Providing maximum
visibility into mobile data, Wandera goes beyond threat detection to prevent attacks and contain data leakage. The solution’s threat
intelligence is powered by MI:RIAM, a real-time security engine that analyzes the industry’s largest mobile dataset to uncover new
vulnerabilities and zero-day threats as they emerge.

